








When you get to the ray's base all the guards are killed and the ray has gone, somebody or something has
beat you to it. You are then surrounded by guards and are accused of killing the other soldiers and taking
the ray, Kijwa becomes a little cocky saying 'Oh, yeah its up our jackets you piece of shit! Let's get it on!'
You then must fight 15 soldiers and 2 tanks. After the battle, you escape as fugitives with a death warrant
on you from Apax. Just as you are wondering who has the ray, where the ray is and what you're going to
do about the comet coming for you, a screen-play cuts in of a beam of light, lighting the sky. Its the ray but

instead of stopping Orion the ray can only just slow it down enough so that it doesn't destroy the whole of

Codex. Orion crashes into Codex joining, the two together. This however was not an accident.

Lots of towns, cities and villages are destroyed, these you got to visit before but weren't really important.
Apax covers up the ray being missing and take al the consequences of the crash, not being to popular with
many people. Knowing too much your team is under more danger from Apax. Soon after the crash, Apax
start setting up bridges across to Orion and start building drilling stations. Survivors start to build
settlements on the new planet. New lifeforms are found on the new planet and Apax capture some for
testing.

Then an ATE (active time event) will occur. Its of the Orion lifestream mixing with the Codex gas, the
planets life-force, and reacts with an organism (virus) and causing it to grow and become a extremely
powerful demon known as Ados.

'-"" You then visit Urchin valley and hear of a strange man, fitting the description ofXeo, who had been found

out on the plains weak and unconscious. When you get to see him, you find he's in a coma just like Tantra.

You leave Tantra on a bed in the same room. The people of Urchin worship Xeo and they look after him

and Tatra. He saved a little girls life, an Urchin, she was about to get raped by an Apax guard and Xeo

saved her. He then carried her as far as the plains where he collapsed. His body was not used to the

amount of power the Orion gave him, he also over done it on his escape.

You then go into the dream ofXeo when he is in a coma. In the dream, you meet Tantra, as the two have a

psychic link from the immense power given offby Xeo in his escape. During this, they both bring

eachother to consciousness. Xeo then disappears again , but the Urchin people inform you that he will

return soon, Tantra knows that anyway.

You now meet an old wise man Salvezardez. He tells you about Xeo and the prophecy. You find out about

the legend of the joining planets, and the Xiandi, the ultimate warrior. He believes that Xeo is the One.

Not the entire story is told, he says he'll tell you later. When you return though, before he tells you
everything you need to help Xeo, he becomes possessed by the malignant spirits, you are unable to do
anything, as he attacks you and you are forced to fight him. You do not kill him, Mica his very good friend

stops you and he escapes. This where Mica joins your team to find and help Salvezardez. The team wants

to know more of the prophecy.

~ Next stop is Cyberweb. Here you will learn about VR (virtual reality) and will be given the VR battler,

which allows you to fight opponents across the world down the Cyberweb interface. After the battle you

are the same as you went in although you can win items, gii, weapons, pets, etc. You also learn of a city

hidden behind a VR barrier. You are told 'nothing is as it seems'.

On your trek through the desert, you will battle Sandstorm. After you will get it as an Atma. Then you will
begin to feel really thirsty and continue until eventually noticing an oasis. When arriving at the oasis you
will break through the VR barrier concealing the hidden city, known as Zurtex. Zurtex is floating on the

huge Oasis Lake and is a huge round building, shining gold colour. Your team decides to take a risk and

swim over but are attack from below by a serpent and cannot do a thing. Then suddenly you see splashing

on the water coming towards you, as you look closely footprints are made out on the water and the splashes

hit the invisible figure shaping out a face. With one flash of light, a swipe from a sword, the serpent's head
falls off and sinks. The enigma, your savior is then gone. You then see a light in the distance and as it gets
beyond the horizon you can make it out as a boat, it picks you up and takes you to the heavily guarded city.
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You ask of the invisible figure but there is no reply. Upon anival a screenplay cuts in, it's of the city and
your team being escorted to the presidents building. As you get near to the door, Tantra gets a strange
psychic vibe. All is revealed when you meet the owner, president, designer and builder ofZurtex, Xeo vex.
All is explained and Xeo is told about the prophecy. He says that he's been told it before and then and now
doesn't believe it, but in himself he knows it could be true and wishes, if so, to fulfill it. Tantra senses this
but keeps it to herself. You get to venture around the city. Some of the city is under construction and you
can build things in it, like football stadiums, races, etc. After looking around you equip yourselves with the
best weapons and defense available. Xeo decides to join your team and straight away starts to become
leader, no-one minds though. Before departure Mystral points out, a set ofXeo's cloths soaking wet on the
floor, to Kijwa. They look at each other and remember the invisible figure.

You are transported across the oasis by a hovercraft, which you are allowed to keep. Xeo is going in a
different vehicle and is going to catch up. When you anive back at the desert you are ambushed by Apax

Eradication division, they surround you. You fight off as many as you can but they are armed with the

most high tech weaponry. Then it cuts to another screenplay, in this you see the invisible figure again,
known as Enigma, this time you notice him by the air flowing over his body. He then lands and the sand
blows as he lands and all you can see is his footprints. He stands for a while; there is silence, then Apax ET
open fire on him. The bullets penetrate and all you can see is the shape off his body shaped with the
bullets, he does not fall, the bullets then melt and mould around his body like a metal suit without eye or
mouth holes. Apax ET open fire once again, the bullets go straight through the liquid metal suit, leaving

'-' ripples and splashes as they go through, on the other side the bullets hit the soldiers on the opposite side as
if they shot eachother. Another team moves in and open fire this time the suit shields the spray of bullets,
causing them to ricochet allover. The suit then drips off. A whirlwind, tornado, with sand in it like a
sandstorm, spins around Enigma and the next round of fire is blown around in the tornado until it stops, and
they drop to the floor. Before they could fire again a blast of light shots towards the soldiers, a radius
around Enigma, and slows down as it reaches them, they don't do anything as the light blinded them, as the
light goes past them an elemental spell is placed on the guns, some, freeze and crack, heat up and melt, and
others are turned to stone. With another flash of light, Enigma is gone. Apax ET then retreats.

As you leave the desert Xeo is there waiting for you and asks, 'what took you so long?' He then joins your
team and you continue your quest to, find out the rest of the prophecy, help Miex's friend, stop Apax, find
who has got the Spectra ray, but, who is Enigma? Many more surprises, quests, and allies will arise as you
continue your Quest...
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ThepJa.n.«separauon

Atma's are summons, sacred beasts, guardian forces, or espers, etc. They are your soul and when you
select one, your soul expresses itself by turning you into a beast out for revenge. It is the same as FF8 as

you wait until its time for it to do its work, and in the mean time, it can inflict damage or even faint. Each

Atma is selected to chosen people sometimes more than one and only that person(s) can use it. The Atma's

can also speak to you as apparitions through the character. If you upset them they won't fight as well or
can even stand you up.

There is also another person in Ados's legience, a very powerful and magical sorceress, Renee Eve a
female very beautiful. The beauty though is only skin deep as underneath she's a praying mantis and leads
men on with an aroma, sleeps with them while she eats them, devious. She finds Gwindin when her powers

fail against him and she realizes that he is strong and joins him. She was also the one who killed Xeo' s

sister when they were in their teens. He swore to protect her and wants revenge that's his main quest to let

his sister's soul rest in peace. You do meet his sister in the past she is called Ikkau.

-- Gwindin and his team learn how to corrupt the space time continuum and time travel. They use this to

eliminate people in the past who become problems in the present. Your team learn ofXeo being on the

assassination list and your team time travel to stop them. Xeo also gets the chance to stop his sisters death,

but cannot change the future it could cause chaos, but does learn that Renee was his sisters murderer.

Ados and them decide to blow up the moon, with the Spectra ray, to show how serious they are and to get

some respect. This causes all the planets in orbit around that moon to go on there own course crashing into

eachother. Apax and Zurtex team up to build a reactor powered by the Orion liquid to steer the planet

where they want and avoid crashing planets. You soon take over the reactor from Apax as Gwindin and
Ados are also targeting it and you don't want them to have control of where the planet goes. You can go

through black holes, etc, and get stuck in meteor showers, meet new civilizations, and your main mission to

find a new moon to orbit.

There are 'weapons' in this epic just like the previous games. In this there are 24 'weapons' and are named
by the Greek alphabet. Alpha weapon, Beta weapon, etc. Below are the names and symbols of them;

Alpha A a. Nu N v Beta B B Xi E ~ Gamma r y Omicron 0 0 Delta A (5 Pi n 1t Epsilon E & Rho P p Zeta Z
l; Sigma r. a Eta H 11 Tau T 't Theta e e Upsilon Y \) Iota I t Phi It> cjI Kappa K 1( Chi X X Lambda A '" Psi
'P 'II Mu M ~ Omega .Q (j)

~ These weapons are found allover the world and at different times, they are all at different difficulties and

strengths. Once you have beaten one you will receive a different weapon for a different person this is often
their best weapon or near to it. After every one of them has been defeated, they will all join to form

Ultimate weapon the most powerful destroying machine in the universe. This is then taken over/possessed

by Ados later on after you defeat it for the first time.

Xavier is another character who pops up quite often he is the God of the planet. He is the force of the
planet and lays down the laws of the world. Although the demons of the underworld do not always obey

him, even though he could crush them with a snap of his finger. He is like Zeus of the fantasy world. He

knows all about the prophecy but does not talk about it. Gwindin then kills him when he is under the cores

power. As he is dying he tell Xeo he is his father and passes on his role and power as God and tells him of

the prophecy and how he will become the Xiandi. Xeo has to leave quickly as this happens when the

planets are collapsing and about to be separated. Xeo is now extremely pissed with Gwindin, is much more

powerful and is out for some serious revenge. The Xavier warriors protect and do the fighting when Xavier

is not needed. Xavier is also the name of his palace.
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There is a boss, which has a metal glove on, the gauntlet, a doomsday device, which gives great
uncontrollable power to the bearer. However it makes the bearer like a super being. She adapts the glove
to inject a formula upon an attack or scratch from the glove, a virus, which mutates the organism
instantaneously. If the bearer of the glove already has considerable power then they will become almost
unstoppable. Before you defeat her, Gwindin comes and steals the gauntlet. She is then rendered

powerless. Ados needs the gauntlet to become a being rather than an organism. Ados is already pure evil,

so she can control the power of the glove. Before using the glove she lets out the virus through the cracks

in the earth's crust creating lots of huge demons, which start causing havoc with their new power.

Another boss is a mirror image master, you must fight yourselves. When you hit them, they copy and you
hit yourself in away. If you use magic so do they on the same person at the same time. This battle is more
of a puzzle but is possible to beat the mirror master. There are faults in the copies of the health his is less.

Ados uses the power of the planets to mix the world of reality and fantasy together. For example, Medieval
., knights, etc. These also adapt to the New World. as the knights would get laser crossbows, dinosaurs will

get high tech equipment attached to them, etc.

At one point in the game, your team will pass out. Unaware to you at this point is that you have entered a
new dimension, which is a smoke screen over your eyes like a virtual reality world. This is caused by the

~ Codex gas, which over powers the planet and everyone in it, without knowing is took into it. The world is

still the same as it is on the same planets and islands, but the places have changed. As you are in there in
the real world you are lying where you were when you passed out. However, Ados is unaffected by this
and pulls out Gwindin and Renee, this is after they cause a little trouble and you have a battle with them.
Gwindin also mentions something to your party, which starts to make, you think you could be living in a
dream as such. Ados and its team use this to their advantage and start eliminating people while they are in
the dream, as they cannot fight back, so in the VR world people are dropping dead all over the place, some
of which you are talking to when it happens. Ados eventually figures out how to control it and send in
members of its team when it wants, or even itself. Then your team finds out what is going on and get out.
When out they must stop Ados and its team, while also getting other people out. This takes time as there
are many people in the world that are in the VR world. so eventually you block off the gas and the VR
world brakes, and the people return. To block off the gas Xeo absorbs it all into his body.

[. There is one boss in the game who creates this formula, which can allow him to create his own laws of

1 physics. This allows him to change his bodies density, gravity around it, shape, size, etc so that he can

"
I' change state. Once defeated you get the formula as an item but can't use it until the persons are ready,

; level wise.s
,.. Just as the moon, gets destroyed by Ados and Gwindin many bright ray beams come straight to Codex and

.-' hit all over the place. Each one of these is an Atma, these are the ones from other planets and worlds,
k (returned summons) they had been living on the moon. They saw that it was about to be blown up, as one

of the Atmas tell you when you get one, and moved to the nearest planet, Codex. They all land in different
places and the places change to best fit them, Shiva lands in a jungle near where you are and it starts to
freeze, it eventually is a frozen forest. Either that or the Atma adapts to fit the new habitat, like it may have
been a fire element and changed to an ice based Atma because it landed in a glazier. All the Atmas have

there own stories to tell some are about the moon blowing up, some about their new habitats, and they often

tell you how they are feeling during the game, if you upset them sometimes they can stand you up in battle,

etc. All of the Atmas you can get you must fight and beat or you don't get them.

Renee makes a mechanical dragon type monster to ride about on but also serves as a great and very
dangerous weapon. She uses it in battle and you must defeat it also, she also uses it to devastate villages,
etc.

Throughout the game people in your team and other people will go through a dream where you can interact
and actually talk to people and when you wake up you had actually spoke to them. This is astral projecting,
out of body experience, where you can leave the body consciously while your body is subconscious. Some
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Atma descriptions:
(all atma's have 2-4 or more different screenplays, often causing different and more attacks depending on
how they feel.)

Astra; this Atma is the entire star signs in one, which is 12 different elemental and special attacks. To get
this you must collect all of the signs, which are all individual atma's.

Chimera; this is a huge beast which appears to deliver a fire based attack. This also sets all allies on fire, a

flame surrounds you and this protects you from fire based attacks for that battle.

Hellraiser; in this all 'hell' breaks loose, hence the name, as an evil force raises from the underworld to use

a special based attack several times.

Four horsemen/equestrians of Apocalypse; this is a bit like Odin apart from there are four of them and
doesn't instantly kill the enemy. They attack multiple times each with their swords, non-elemental damage.

Griever; this is a beast which appears and captures all enemies in dark bubbles, which carry them up out of

the atmosphere where special damage is used upon them before the bubbles pop and the enemies drop to

the land for the final blow which is non-elemental.

/

L/ Ten plagues; this is the ten plagues of Egypt (sea of blood, locusts, boils, youngest dying, etc). These are

ten different based attacks.

Trinity; this is three energy balls, souls of the lord, causing special holy based damage. They then join
together to form an Angel for the last attack which is most powerful.

Retro; this starts off as a dark, shiny liquid, which forms into a shape which resembles an eagle, this hovers

around the enemies, before changing into a beast which is an eagle head and torso and a four legged beasts

lower body. On its chest is an eye, which out comes a blast of light ray, which blasts the enemy and blinds

them at the same time.

Valkyries; this is a tribe of warrior maidens who all attack with their own separate and various weapons.

Bellerophon; this strong man who is a Greek hero appears and attacks the enemy many times with his
weapon.

Solymi; this is a tribe which originate from the Amazon. The scene of the Amazon appears and people and
beasts from the tribe attack unexpectedly from camouflaged places many times.

~ Hutzilopachtli; this is a god of war and the Sun. An Aztec temple raises from the ground with him on the

top as he attacks many times before using the Sun itself for the final devastating, fire based attack.

Tri-Xing; this is Shou Xing, Fu Xing, and Lu Xing all combined. To get this you must defeat these three

one by one you will then get an item each time you defeat one which are called, the East star, West star,

and South star, these are the Xing's as items. If you combine the three you will be entered into a battle with
the three together, after you will receive Tri-Xing as an Atma and the North star, a throwing weapon. The
Xing's are the gods of the stars.

Balder; this is a fat and tall man, the god of light and joy. He attacks the enemies with light based attacks,
which blind them as well as causing them damage, this is done whilst raising allies limit break bars full,

and, casts haste and shield.

Loki; this is the spirit of an evil giant, you are forced to fight it when you awake it in the giants tomb. He
uses attacks like stomps and punches on the enemies, which lead up to the final spirit based attack.
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Omni; this is EVERYTHING. It changes every time you use it and uses elemental, non-elemental, and
special based attacks.
Cronus; this is the ruler of the titans and the universe. In this he summons many titans to back him up and
sets them onto the enemies. After this he uses the universe and the space time continuum to create an event
horizon which sucks the enemies into, if the hit is powerful enough or the enemies health is lower than
what it takes, then they will be gone for the battle and you will victor. However they will return through a
white whole if not and it will take a substantial amount of damage off the enemy.

Apollo; is the god of the prophecy and the sky. You fight this when you get to the shrine of the prophecy,
this is where the ancients encrypted the prophecy into the walls of the shrine and left Apollo to protect it.

You visit it to find out the whole of the prophecy and are forced to battle Apollo. He uses flying and wind

element based attacks on the enemies. After you defeat him in the shrine, he gets onto saying he's failed

the gods, you mention that you are good and are also out to protect the prophecy and he decides to join you
by serving you on your quest.

Poseidon; this is a sea god and you get it when it attacks you thinking you are with the nuclear plant, as it
attacks the plant to protect the sea from the sludge being dump into it. It uses a water element attack on the
enemies, a whirlwind and tidal wave is used by it.

~ Hephaestus and Vulcan; these are the gods of fire. They fIrst fIre thousands of shells of ammunition at the

enemies with gattling guns and other weapons before they drive in an A V with a nuclear bomb on ready for

launch. Vulcan gets out, winks at the enemy and then taps on the vehicle to signal for launch. The bomb is

launched. While the bomb leaves the atmosphere and turns around, Vulcan and Hephaestus begin attacking

the enemies once again. Just before the bomb drops, Vulcan runs past on enemy and attaches a block of C4

to its back. He looks over his shoulder as it explodes and (if the enemy is of a certain amount of health left,

this won't happen if there is only one enemy or if it's a boss) kills that enemy. Hephaestus then warns

Vulcan of the nuke and they move as it drops on the enemies. After the mushroom cloud, the floor cracks
and flames come out burning the enemies.

Ares, Mars, and Guan di (also known as Threesome); these are gods of war and they attack consecutively

multiple times using both magic and weapons. The last move they altogether use their most powerful

attack. As that happens they join together and continuously hit the enemy, one after another as they stop
from the last hit.
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Chainumun Clear orb Triclaw

Slash whip 'Psi orb' Broken arrow

Spray slash Pyso sphere Crugar

'Omega weapon' Cypress rod 'Zeta claw'

Blitz Outcaste Dragon claw

Constrictor Starlight Vagyrisk claw (petrify)

Utopa rod Duel claw

Priest's racket

Mattina racket

Air racket

Mage's staff

~~~~

Ravi Nataki; (tail pins) ~~(rl~~ng) Chakura; (axes)

Hair pin Double dragon Battle axe

Suns ray pinion Snapshot Diamond axe

Tail spin Aurora shuriken Thaw

Backlash (tail blade) Viper drive 4 arm

Moonraker (blade rake) Conformer Sonic wave

Doomspray (spiked pendulum) 'Omicron weapon' Fusion flare

L- 'Sigma pinion' Poison darts 'Eta axe'

Centclip Yag gu darkness Ajaxe

Adaman clip Koga Giant

Seraph comb 19a Mast axe

Kaiser clip Zorlin Flail

Berrette Fuuma Mornstar

Golden needle Koutesu Ogre

North star Doomcut

Orichalcum Scythe

Main guage Tiger fang

Oritsu Boomerang axe

Spiral wheel

Flame tech

Bolt tech

Water tech

Kunai

Sasuke

Kodachi

Orihalcon

- Zorinshape

L- Gladius

Tempest; (power balls) Razor; (shield, blade) Crimson; (hand chain saw)

Flareon Crest Conveyer

Burnout Force shield Lumberjax

Lime light Barrierade Bloodshed

Magic marbles Trimmers RIP-saw (rest in peace)

Plasma array Razor blade Pneumonix

'Kappa elemental' 'Theta shield' 'Lambda weapon'

Trinity Crescent Impaler

Orion's belt Great white

Rising sun

Water bomb
Fireball
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Rashic~a, Rashimandala, Jyotishach akTa = Zodiac \. \ -~< .1 ~
Vayu=Wmd ,. G ~~ ~

Marubhumi = Wild ~o.A.A. - ~

Jalanevait chijo = Wildfire

Samudra = Water

Satyanasha, Astitva mita dena = Annihilation
Guptaghataka = Assassin

Mvtholo2:V and Gods:

Hekatae = God of demons
Chimera = Fire monster, lion head

Valkyries = Warrior maidens

Solymi = Amazon tribe of women
Bellerophon = Greek hero

Orocz = Brownies, Gnomes, Elves, Nixies, Goblins, Trolls, Dwarfs. Pixies, Kobolds, Banshee's, Sylphs,

Sprites, Undines

Huitzilopachtli = Aztec god of war and the sun
QuetzaIcoatl = Serpent of fertility

~ Leto = Hunting god

Odin = King of gods
Hera = Queen of gods

Chaos = Creator

Cronus = Ruler of the titans and universe

Ares = War god

Mars = War god

Apollo = God of prophecy

Hephaestus and Vulcan = Fire gods

Poseidon = Sea god

Pluto = God of death

Hathor = Goddess of sky

Ra = Creator

Hou tu = Earth god

Guan di = War god

Anu = Wind god
Shou Xing = Star god

Fu Xing = Star god

Lu Xing = Star god
r Balder = God of light and joy

L Freya = Goddess of love

Hel = Goddess of death
Loki = Spirit of evil giant

Asgard = Home of all gods
Abydos = Egyptian like city

Centaurs = Demon races

Alpha Capricornids =Asteroid shower
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